CHA CHA’S DOGGIE PROGRAM
After more than 15 years in the industry we’ve learned a few
things and we are excited to pass this information on to you and
your trusted furry companion(s). We consistently review our
program ensuring we are catering to natural canine instincts
and providing various types of stimulation aimed at caring for
the “whole” dog.
Most dogs, on average, clock in approximately 12-14 hours a
day sleeping time. Sleep is restorative, refreshing and it feels
good. While sleep requirements can vary drastically from breed
to breed the fact remains, left to their own, dogs put in some
serious hours of R&R. Often times these well rested dogs are
waiting impatiently for their parents to get home from work and
entertain them!
Our program will provide an outlet for that pent up energy and
for the canine kids who simply cannot tolerate separation from
their human companion(s). They spend their day playing freely
with each other in a cage free environment. Dogs roam indoors
and out at their own discretion. Each play area is staffed and
supervised to ensure every dog has a safe experience.
Our Daily Schedule is designed to encourage appropriate play
in groups that match your dog’s size and energy level. While
cage free play is beneficial to many dogs, some dogs require
and benefit from rest periods. Rest periods are assigned upon

the parents’ request or at the recommendation of our skilled
team. These short breaks allow some alone time for rest
and relaxation between play sessions. This is ideal for young
puppies, seniors, anxious kids and those who are still developing
their group play skill set.
We have very high expectations for our canine kids regarding
respect both during group play and rest times. We take the
necessary time to ensure each guest understands and adheres
to the pack rules. The structure of our program will naturally
redirect behaviors such as back talk, jumping, excessive barking,
toy or food guarding, food snatching, appropriate potty spots,
rude play, selective listening and other surprises that may pop
up along the way.
We are happy to dedicate additional personalized time with
our skill development sessions, helping to enhance or create
manners in many areas such as leash pulling, waiting nicely,
calm greetings, crate training, door bolting and more!
We strive to provide a balance of mental and physical stimulation
daily. Clear boundaries and expectations ensure that your
dogs’ experience here will lend to long term happy and healthy
relationships that reach far beyond our walls.

We are excited to have you join our family!

